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If the expression of the body is the focal point, and how this expression is transformed by dressing it in fabric, a more reflective 
study of the body from a dressmakers perspective might be rewarding for the development of new design methods. 

“Mörk kostym 2012” aspires to both challenge and preserve the art of tailoring. Challenge tailoring methodologically in con-
struction, hence propose an alternative view upon the body, meanwhile preserve it by utilizing traditional methods of making.

The jacket and the trousers are two examples, using the “La coupe en un seul morceau” method developed by French costumi-
er Genevieve Sevin-Doering, where a piece of fabric is sculptured into a garment on a living body. From these examples a new 
logic is extracted proposing an alternative way of  approaching the body while cutting garments.

The theory visualizes in a number of gravity and balance lines on the body to initiate the work of cutting, draping and fitting 
garments from and certain points proposing where on the body to address the foundational cuts.

These garments are cut from one single piece of fabric however the number of pieces composing the garments are of less 
significance. The one-piece principal can be compared to a beautiful proof in mathematics, or the simplest equation explaining 
a series of experiments, the proof could be written differently, in any number of pieces, but the simplicity expresses the theory 
more clear. 

This work aims to put forward a clear, simple but radically different way of understanding the body consequently making way 
for a future cutting practice, with emphasize on the expression of the body rather than on the pattern, originating from the 
actually body instead of the mathematical post-construction of the tailoring matrix.

Rickard Lindqvist is a fashion designer and PhD candidate in fashion design at the Swedish School of Textiles in Borås and “Mörk 
kostym 2012” is a part of his upcoming dissertation.

Bauer tailors was founded in 1863 and is Swedens longest running bespoke tailoring company. It is run and owned by cutter Fred-
erik Andersen and master tailor Martin Ekolin and situated on Brunnsgatan in Stockholm.













































Foundational cuts, neck and shoulders

Foundational cuts, arms



Foundational cuts, waist

Foundational cuts, legs




















